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PRIMITIVE ELEMENTS IN FREE GROUPS

MARTIN J. EVANS

(Communicated by Bhama Srinivasan)

Abstract. Let Fn denote the free group of rank n generated by X\,x2,...,x„ .

We say that y 6 F„ is a primitive element of F„ if it is contained in a set of

free generators of F„ . In this note we construct, for each integer n > 4,

an (n - l)-generator group H that has an «-generator, 2-relator presentation

H = (x¡,.. .,xn\rx,r2) such that the normal closure of {rx,r2} in F„ does not

contain a primitive element of F„ .

1. Introduction

Let Fn denote the free group of rank n , freely generated by x,, x2, ... , xn.

We say that x e Fn is a primitive element of Fn if it is contained in a set of

free generators of Fn .

According to [2, p. 92], F. Waldhausen asked "If G = (xx ,x2, ... ,xn\rx,

... ,rm) can be generated by fewer than n elements, then does the normal

closure of {rx, ... ,rm} in Fn contain a primitive element of Fn ?" A negative

answer has been obtained by G. A. Noskov [5]. His ingenious argument is partly

geometric and uses the "Hairy Ball" theorem at a crucial point.

The purpose of this note is to prove the following.

Theorem. For each integer n > 4, there exists an (n - \)-generator group 77

that has an n-generator, 2-relator presentation 77= (xx, ... ,xn\rx,r2) such

that the normal closure of {rx ,r2} in Fn does not contain a primitive element

°f F„-J      n

We remark that any presentation that provides a negative answer to Wald-

hausen's question has at least two relators. For suppose that G = (xx, ... ,xn\r)

can be generated by fewer than n elements. It follows easily from [3, Corol-

lary 5.14.2] that G is free and we can now use a result of J. H. C. Whitehead

(see [2, Chapter 2], Proposition 5.10) to deduce that r is a primitive element
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2. The modules M and B

Let G — (x, y\x2 = y3) ; the trefoil group. M. J. Dunwoody [1] has shown

that M = ZG © ZG, the free right G-module of rank 2, can be decomposed as

M = C © B where C s ZG and 77 cannot be generated (as a G-module) by a

single element. With this notation we have

Lemma 1.  M cannot be generated (as a G-module) by two elements, one of

which lies in B.

Proof. It is convenient to view M as an external direct sum of ZG and B.

Thus M = {(z,b)\zeZG, b e B} .

Suppose, for a contradiction, that M is generated by (z,b) and (0,2/).

Note that b and b' together generate B. Now there exist a,ß e ZG such

that (z,b)a + (0,b')ß = (1,0). So za = 1 and ba = -b'ß. Since za = 1,

a result of Kaplansky (see [4]) implies that az = 1. Therefore b = —b'ßz

and B is generated by b'. However, by the preceding remarks, B cannot be

generated by a single element and we have obtained the desired contradiction.

Since M = ZG © ZG, M can be generated by two elements, m, and m2 ,

say. Furthermore, B is an image of M so B can be generated by two elements,

bx and b2. Also, C = ZG, so C can be generated by a single element c. Note

that M is generated by c ,bx and b2. We fix this notation once and for all.

3. The groups W and W

From now on, n denotes a fixed integer with n > 4. Let F denote the

free group of rank n - 2, generated by y,, y2, ... , yn_2, and let 8: F -* G be

any epimorphism.

Define an action of F on M by m = m , for all m £ M and f £ F.

Note that K ç M is an T7-submodule of M if and only if it is a G-submodule

of M, so we may write unambiguously of submodules of M. Combining this

remark with Lemma 1 yields

Lemma 2.  M cannot be generated as an F-module by two elements, one of

which lies in B.

Since M is an T-'-module we can form W = M x T7 , the semidirect product

of M and F. We shall identify M and F with their natural copies in W so

that W = MF and M n F is trivial.

Recall that the elements mx and m2 generate M, so W = (y,, ... ,y„_2,

mx,m2) and W is «-generator.

Lemma 3.   W cannot be generated by n elements, one of which lies in B.

Proof. Let A be any group. The following transformations of the set of s-tuples

(ax,a2, ... , as), where ax, a2, ... , as £ A , are called elementary Nielsen trans-

formations: (i) permuting the ai 's (ii) inverting a¡ for some i (iii) leaving a:
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fixed for i ¿ j and replacing a. with a, xa¡ or a ¡at1 for some k ¿ j. Ob-
J K        J J    K

serve that if a is an elementary Nielsen transformation and (ax,a2, ... ,as)a =

(ax,a2, ... ,a's) then (ax,a2, ... ,as) = (a'x,a2, ... ,a's).

Now suppose that the lemma is false so that W = (hxfx ,h2f2, ... ,hnXfn_x ,b)

where hx,...,hn_x e M, /,,...,/„_, G F and b £ B. Clearly

{fx,f2, ... ,/„_[) — F. It is well known (e.g. [3, Chapter 3]) that there exists a

finite sequence of elementary Nielsen transformations ox,a2, ... ,o¡ such that

(/,, f2 ,...,/„_, )ox a2 ■■■ al = (yx, y2, ... , yn_2,, 1 ). Apply the same transfor-

mation to (hxfx,h2f2, ... ,«„_,/„_,), we obtain

(hxfx,h2f2,...,hn_xfn_x)oxo2---ol = (kxyx,k2y2,...,kn_xyn_2,kn_x)

for some kx,k2, ... , knX G M. It follows that (A,/,, h2f2, ... , hn_xfn_x) =

(Mp^-'tzVi^»-!) sothat

W = (fc,yx,k2y2, ... ,kn_2yn_2,kn_x,b).

Let K denote the submodule of M generated by k,,... ,k 2 anc* let S =

(kxyx, ... ,kn_2yn_2). Now S/(KnS) = KS/K = KF/K = F/(FnK)SiF so
S has a free group of rank n - 2 as a homomorphic image. However, S can

be generated by n - 2 elements and it follows that 5 is free of rank n - 2.

Now let iV denote the submodule of M generated by knX and b. We

have W = NS so that M = MnNS = N(M n S). Since S is free of rank

n - 2 it has no nontrivial abelian normal subgroups, so M n S is trivial and

we deduce that N = M. Thus M is generated by two elements knX and 2»,

one of which lies in 77 . This contradicts Lemma 2 and completes the proof.

Now 77 is a submodule of M so 77 < W. Define W = W/B and write

w for the image of w £ W under the natural homomorphism n : W —► JF/Ti .

Since M is generated by c,bx and 2>2, we have W — (yx, ... ,yn_2,c,bx,b2).

Therefore W = (y,,...,y„_2,^) and IT is (n - 1)-generator.

In light of Lemma 4 below, it is interesting to observe that W is isomorphic

to the semi-direct product of ZG and F, where F acts on ZG via 0.

Our final lemma also established some notation that will be used in the proof

of the theorem.

Lemma 4. Let

n: Fn —► W be the epimorphism defined by

n: xj-^yi for i = 1,2, ... ,n-2,

r]:xn_x^mx,

r\:xn^m2.

Furthermore, let n denote the natural homomorphism n: W —► W/B = W and

define an epimorphism <f>: F —► W by <f> = r\n so that

<f>:xj-*yi      i= 1,2, ... ,w-2,

</>:xn_, ->m,,
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Then ker$ does not contain a primitive element of Fn .

Proof. Suppose p e ker(/> is a primitive element of Fn .   Then there exist

Pi,P2.Pn-\  € Fn   suchthat  (px,p2, ... ,Pn_x,p)  = Fn.    Now   W =

(Prf ,P2n, ■■■ ,P„_i'/,/"/) where pnn = p<t> = 1 so that pn £ kern = B. Thus
W can be generated by n elements, one of which lies in 77. This contradicts

Lemma 3 and the result follows.

We point out that the significance of Lemma 4 is that the (n - \)-generator

group W can be written as W = Fn/kercp, where kercp does not contain a

primitive element of Fn .

4. Proof of the theorem

Recall that W = (y, ,y2, ... ,yn_2,c) and let z be a preimage of c

under <f>.
Consider L = (x,, x2, ... , xn_2, z), a subgroup of Fn . Let cbL denote the

restriction of cf> to L and note that <f>L: L —► W is onto since xi<pL = y¡ for

i = 1,2, ... , n - 2 and z<f>L = c. Therefore, there exist z,, z2 G L such that

zx4>L = mx and z24>L=~m~2.

We shall show that 77 = (xx, ... ,xn\xn_xzx~ ,xnz2 ) has the properties

referred to in the statement of the theorem.

Let 7? denote the normal closure of {xn_xz\~ ,xnz2 } in Fn so that 77 =

FJR. Firstly, xn[R = zxR and xnR = z2R where z, ,z2 G (x,,x2, ... ,

xn_2,z) so that 7^/7? is generated by x,7?,x27?, ... ,xn2R and zR. There-

fore 77 is (n - l)-generator. Moreover, zx<f> = mx= xn_x<f> and z2</> = m2 =

xn<f> so xn_xz~ , xnz2 £ kercj). Therefore R < ker<f> and it follows imme-

diately from Lemma 4 that 7? does not contain any primitive elements of Fn .

The theorem is proved.
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